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ta 'be analysis of this interactional ríqui «meni w* raust
into t&MtttAt the followiof premises:

(i) The use of the staaAmi register in ÍJiíeraciions supposes in
liself th • upkeep of 8 certain degree of social distance. All the
interactions analyzed develop le thai register.
(ii) The kind of interaction being studied is built upon ¿he basis
of the existent1« of a relatively high degree of social distance
between the professor ami the student.
With the two premises mentioned ghiwe one can
understand that there is no iteed for the participants to direct
thtir efforts toward! maintaining or increasing the decree of
social distance because this is already high at the beginning of
the encounter. All t hi expressions that appear in ocr data are
intended to reduce the social distance eiisting between the
participant*. The basic task to achieve this goal consols of going
beyond the institutional rote of the participants, appealing to
their common experience as human beinp and equal members
of a social group, it ii within this general frame that we must
understand strategies such M (i) the introduction of affairs not
directly related to the specific goal of the interaction but rather
to the personal experience of one of the participants, (ii) the
pretence of features of informal registers such as colloquialisms
awl humour, (iii) the expression of positive feelings toward« the
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Under thii heading we can incluuc, in the first place, all
those sections in which oat of the participants introduces »
topic which is not directly reined to the goal of the
conversation, but rather to ptjsor.iil matters such as family,
personal tastes or past activities of the addressee. Thr essential
element is that the contribution is not «en LS 'interested' tu
achieving one specific pial. One could say that there b the
implied meaning of *I caí« about you not oory in your
institutional role but also is a person*.

(12)
P

That's rifei. Yeah. ¡ rcoK-ohcr ibii m.*.

s2

P

| II «M MMBetki«!
fairly seriom.
Mha. - Yeah, NM I Joo'i kaow (......) What >

S2

Aadbtv Robert. (14SS-14M)

(12) belongs to the last stages of a conversation among two
Students and the Professor, in which they have been discussing
about a course project.
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Addressing the oïber participants by their fini nam«
ht understood M convc]ring the same meaning as the group of
expressions mentioned above, »htt Is to say, the speaker h
momentarily appealing to the individu»! (not the institutional)
qualities of the person addressed II is important to notice that
the data do no» contradict Eivin-Tripp's American mies of
address in using first naraf (Ervin-Tripp 1972), and therefore we
could say that :hc introduction of first name does not imply any
veda i effort to reduce the social distance since these are the
unmarked forms of address. However, the fact that in the
expressions selected first name address can co-occur with 0
address without altering the communicative function of the
utterance proves that it is an option that the speaker has made
for a certain purpose.
03)
P

Hi ¿*M !

S

How ire you doing? Cm I oake •« appointment lo see you?
(2994-2995)

S in (13) is a married graduate student and P is her academic
adviser. The use of first name as a sign of reduced social
distance is confirmed later on in the conversation by í he
presence of other signs of reduced social distance like the
introduction of personal topics (e.g. F's jury duty), u&e of
colloquial language (e.g. "poop* -children's way of referring to
defecations- for information about the student's curriculum
*>itae), baiu-on-record facc-threatenir, expressions (Brown and
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1978) «.g. :h«
saying thai she would nsver
take M« af Ps courses because she «wcmW never live it «town").

A Breaking formality

One way of breaking the rormality of the encounter is the
introduction

of

humour

and

eiplicit

(bald-oi-record)

fac*-tli.-eatefi,ng expressions in the conversation. The basis for
most of the humourous expressions ii our data must be found in
the deliberate breaking of the Cooperative Principle and the
Politeness Principie The Maiim of Quality is perhaps the one
that is broken more often

(14)
P
S
P
S

HeHu!
Wt« »ill y»» *«i be bmy with

»at

llh !• •i·rlcce

In (14) we can see, in the first place, the Student addressing the
Professor with a negative question which suggests something
similar to a complaint for the Professo' always being busy. To
this question the Professor answers by breaking the Maxim of
Quality.
The recomí strate^ intended to break '.he formality of îlîe
speech event aad, thereby, reducing the social distance between
the participants consists of introducing expressions nut

-AS-

b*teiiiíii to HM eipected regi.ter or even the SUM

i„

m»* cases breaking ihe Prioc.ple of Mít««^ M

OS)

s
F
S

Uwe you MM wríttca «y tetter?
Ne, * * + + I doa't taw a*? other a«v of tie
if»» ike wkok imp« rriA^. (JÔ47-BSO)

(* poop * c^JJrca's word for dcfecatioo»; here k rrfc'·s lo
tte tiudeot't CV at well M to tfec iaforautkM abottl the
of i'ellowifcip ihc Mvdteat a «ppiying »or)

(16)
P
S
P

fan your thesis. Ok?
Ok. üoöd. Yr$.
«Ai «M fedf -

fot I.

S
P
S

F
S
P

Good days these days
uooddayt?
Yeak
Ob you re cnjoyiog the RCWV I gueu (.V>I9- V<27)

The >ucc«ss of this strate^ oía be appreciated in (15) and (16),
since in both cumples the addressee acknowledges the effort of
the speaker to reduce social distance by using the same strategy

la a tbcrouf h study on the fnadiua« of codc-swiicfciaf ia the verba»
ialcra« tk>as which lake place ii> forei¿? laagaugr claurtMin,
Nuskbauu (1990: 210) dtftacs (hi» tpeciHc Mr«tcgy as iudkatieg uoa
voluami de ;cat§«x;iació del parlaMlm de la uiuacto*. This is »hit
Ci«a»perz í Î9W2, J WO) decaes as conuttuuhnnton cuts and Goffoua
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te his/her response. The presence of some kind of explicit
acceptance (verbil: using the same expression or the same
Unguage; non-verbal: tot presence of laughter) proveí the
cooperative

nature

if

face*to-face

cctfimuníc¿tion:

the

participant who has begun i educing social distance needs an
acknowledgment of the addressee accepting the new distance in
order to continue in the same ironic key.

C Sympathizing

I include: as ptrt of this strategy all those responses
through which the speaker expresses positive impressions
destined to make the addressee happier in a general sense. Most
of the eioresyons selected 'ire uttered by the Professor, and to a
certain eiient this is a predictable feature if we bear in mind
that they involve an evaluation of the topic discussed, and the
student b not in the possession of thi intel·lectual or
institutional authority necmary to allow him/her to do that. It is
possible to distinguid two groups of expressions. A first group
consists of those segments t .¡rough which the speaker shows
his/her positive feelings towards tit« matter discussed, the
addressee or {he interaction itself. This ú the case of ( 17) where
üie Professor expresses his positive feelings (and those of the
other professors) toward« th< fact that ?he students in f he
cncour.ter art presenting a paper at a anthropology conference

ioMexicc.

ücod. - Ok, Well, if yo« would «h - fiti lluí in M toot as
S
P

'will.

The expressions »n the second group are ali intended to
show the speaker's good disposition towards fulfilling the
addressee's wishes. An example of this strategy can be seen in
the use of the adverb sure as answer to a request. However,
there are even clearer cases, like (18), where the Pîofessoi has
deemed it necessary to make explicit his good disposition to
lend one of his books to the Student by means of the expression
"I'll be happv to" (as opposed to other more neutral expressions
like "you may borrow it", "I will lend it to you", etc.).

(18)
P

Orfuvc, Benjamin Orlove - deals specifically with - with that
subject You can look thai one up, and see what you
can find ta k. - If you can't fiad it is the library, come
aid tell nc. «Cu I'll ke happy t* (
) Ok?
|oà.

S
S

Thankv (298Î-W88)
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D. Denying social t ¿vanee

Another way of reducing social distance is to say or imply
that there is agreement, cannon experience or son?* shared
familiarity with the idea being talked abou. The importance of
this function CÄ,. be seen in the fact that even in cases where a
disagreement is necessary, this is prefaced by a word indicating
agreement, in thii way what comes next is not seen as a direct
opposition. A possible inference of the expressions in this
subsection could he paraphrased with the following words: 'I'm
not socially distppt from you because I am familiar with and
understand a.id accept as normal your feelings, ideas, problems,
etc.'. This ib another of the maxims Leech (1983: 138) mentions
as part of his PoUten¿ss Principle:
i) Mitigate disagreement between mlfmû other
ii) Maximize agreemen; between se(f and othrr
Some of the actual realizations of this strategy are often
limited to one-wc«*il turns which show the speaker's agreement
(e.g. right; yeah; suit). In some other cases the speaker adds a
comment to give further support to the contribution of the
previous speaker.
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HMa^flJi·iWtillÉf.Ïj·ttljtBiptfi.iaf,!!,,!

Ipp
HM. (1805-1808)

Tb« speaker can also anticipate what the other speaker is
aoout to say.

(2U)
S

I had one paper, but I've bee« luokiug lor it «ad
I can'» Hod it.

?

|y** <h» cut (h> ftei (hi II. Wk« (b)
ww Us) i^í 16SS-7)

Extracts (19) and (20) are from the same encounter. They show
the Professor working on the solidarity factor or reduction of
social distance. The strategies in both cases are essentially the
same: showing understanding by suggesting that this is an
experience that th'· addressee of the message has already gone
through. The Student in (19) is trying to excuse the fact that she
threw away ill the material given and elaborated during a course
which she had taken some rime ago, and she does it by
suggesting that it was an irrational decision and that this is not
the way she behaves regularly. We can see how in one of these
uncomfortable moments the Professor goes to her assistance by
saying that she is not the onîy one who does this sort oí thing. In
(20) the Professor anticipates the face-damaging expression for
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SOCIAL DISTANCE

STIUTÏGILS

A. Appeftliag lo ikc
lodividuii

B. Bre«kio^ fiirmaiit)

RF .UlAJtUNGtlSTK
FEATURES

A.l PcnoMi auucn

A. 1.1.
ivr M.-aicBce
(H** did you name your baby?)

A.2.. í-i

A2.I.

B I. Dclihcraic bre«kiag
Principie
82 Dîffcreni rcpsfsr

i J 1 C olktquul language
(poop)
B.2.? Foreign language

C.

C . l Ptiuiivc rc«ciu>a
C 2 Ful.lllmcQi«>í(hc

D. Denying tactil
diuaacc

D.I 1. One- word I Him

D.I. Agrecacot

O 1 2 Aní cipaliog luru
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The pow r relationship present in this type of interactions
is justified by the fact that it is part of a social situation in which
one of the participants (the Professor) is assigned the role of
gatekeeper. That is to say, he has been given by the institution
almost total freedom of action to orpnize and direct the other
participants (the Students) and, ultimately, evaluate their
capacity to occupy a professional (and social) position.
From the data it is clear that the Professor is the one who
organizes and directs the activity (the course) because he is the
participant that states (he requirements and gives permission for
certair. actions.
As was said in section 5.4.4., the clear Power relationship
between the r nicipunts is the reason \*hy u becomes really
difficult to distinguish between segme*^ which have been
triggered eiclusiv-1« by toe presence of Power and segments
which are motivated by the presence of Imposition. The usual
case is that both interactional requirements appear together,
that is to say, there is Imposition as far as there is Power, if the
latter were not present the same act would not be an 'imposing'
one. However, it is interesting to consider Imposition apart
from Power not only to account fur certain moves in contexts
where the interaction takes place among equals but also to
account for all those efforts of the 'powerful' participant to

diminish the impositive meaning of an action. In this way the
'interactional requirement' of Power can be restricted to
explaining those cases io which there

is an

explicit

acknowledgement of the difference in Power among the
participants

(e.g.

asking/giving

permission,

requesting,

suggesting/giving orders, stating obligations, etc.)
When confronting this interactional requirement, the
'powerless' speaker usually acknowledges i he authority of the
addressee by seeking his/her advice or permission.

The

•powerful* participant, on the other hand, assumes his/her
authority by means of directive speech acts.

A. Acknowledging authority

Requests for permission are very common actions in the
Studen's discourse. The uttering of requests as well as demands
for uuccnon are in themselves an acknowledgement of the
power of the Professor, and, therefore, they are necessary not
only to obtain information but also to clarify the roles of the
participants in the encounter. Requests can be phrased in a
more or less imposing way by means of certain non-imposing
hedges that can iccompiny them, and which will be described in
the section on Imposition. However, the interest in this section
falls upon the act of request itself, to point out its significance
as an implicit acknowledgement of the superior power of one of

-217-

tfct participants. The typt of reques«, acknowledging power is the
OM that would be generally •tent in speech among equals. The
presence of the modal verb CAB is quite characteristic of this
type of requests (e.g. CM I jest write It out?; could I do tbat;
can I make an appointment I« see you?)

(21)
S

P
S
P
N
P

No. 1 gucv> some uf ihm - » jay is in«; many si that« chanty
balU do«'I benefit those
No «
« the the people who need the money
Yeah, vi'..h
Bui i ht - the uh illusion n there
Man

P
N

Yeah Ho* i·icrcfttMf. - Me
Weil, jmvwty CM wt talk ib««l thi» Ihlv >

P

!(.. I
praëècn «f tflAtrral »elective prtM«fm?

>S

In (21) we can >ee an extreme case of acknowledgement of
authority, in which the »tucient requests permission to switch the
topic of the conversation.
The

Student,

asrifüing

his/her

role

of

'powerless*

participant, must be careful to constantly seek the Professor's
advitv and permission. The Professor, on the other hand, in
his/her role of 'powerful expert' is allowed to make the most
direct
through

We can mention here all those questions
which the

Iluden*

seeks

advice or

permission.

Questions seeking advice can appeal tu the Professor's opinion

-21S-

by means of the question do yo« Ihtefc? (t 4. art tàcy §Min M
Un do Ifcal? you think?). It is also possible to find question*
containing the modal sboald (e.g. should 1 •• cc*c»lrat« *•
Peri or)

(22)
P
S

¡I may go hat k, at 1 tay, ! have ihn run fro« «boui n toe I ceo
»uiy sttty one lu l he cou of Ike near to lo the end of ihr
!P*?oB thtak thrt'ia t»«4 llar period tohc

P

Yeah. There axv be, aad «ad ibc library käs the ones befe re
thai

f
!»

So, yo« caá Imk ID there loo Ii'd be a good sour«
(>k Whm «a )w« thtok? Slarti*| {• th« »ittit» to •
Itet I» »lar« ' Or 11 **t>a'i autlcr? (2216 2294)

In (22) we see the Student trying to decide on the period on
which to carry out her research Interestingly enough, she ask.«
the same question twice (because she thinks her question was
not answered the first time) and in both cases *'te expression "do
you think" is included.

& Assuming auikonty

Requesting consent or advice supposes that there is
someone to give it Here it n posible fur the speaker to
diminish the impression of Power in the action (»ec the section
on Imposition) or simply accept it.

-211-

A*ite¡» «t îfc

A very

4M

tímmcmiBïk

ttsk of ta« Prnfewor it MI

let the- Student know (0? jest r«minc' hta/tw) atout academic
rcííuirctre.iíj. 8uîi> the Professor and the Student make tcjilkil
in their utterances that they are dtaiing with a special kind oí
mies or obliptions which sometimes have besa fixed by a
ü r mîwity or ji«? farm pan of the regirar academic life.
usé of :r?a*Jai vcrt/v such as ifcv« to, «nst and netd ot
:s verbs like !>2 scci^sar}- or b» supiM>scd to seems to
be 4 préfetre«j soludon. Another po&sibuity is the use of the
passive voice, aUuiling to a higher impersonal authority. Finally,
».nd ahricugh ii is act » cowmen as the two previous structures,
it is also :n;si,ihl.- to find the future tense »ith t meaning of
obligation (sec Quirk «10*. 1^5: 214).
(23)
S.\ l wanted to grl »iraifki uft make sure í l:«,vc ihii right,
le j»lfk •« ifc-, ex^œ j weck fro«

A week Ir.!* .

pick ti »p

Siuücru in (23) is a gridusii student who rnusi take a
cuiripr$hcmi%*e examination fo imish tiet M.A. f n
/. She «vtnts to rind out the plac« where the
will be m métf for her to pick it up.
!rn0erative& (e.|. «ait sur« >»» kav« 2 c*py) and the
con»tryction ^«ti/wcwlcî !;k< f M t« (c.|. iliti'i wksi I *>nî yarn
10 4o) including vcrh 1 ei{*íes*írif votiüon like nact. wo«5d UN,

" -r ", '.,

ïA

«r* the mm explicit examples of the linguistic display of power
in t he act of giving directions.
(24)
(S)

«ad ta • paper like tail, one tbing you could say » thai
Jorn recognize« five stylca, A B C D - E - F - and «ad
tart try »• rtplkatc IMS, you know. You can't discuu
câcboftbotefivtilylcs. (120-I23)

In (24) we can see the Professor in one of his typical tasks
during office hours: giving advice/directions. In this case he is
suggesting how to approach a topic for a paper.
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POWER

SUiSTftAYEGIES

SiTUTEGIES

A. Acknowledging ihc
•Htkority

REGLJIAK UNGUISTIC
FCATUtES

A.l. Requeü for peraisuoe A.I.I Queuioa^ with modal
verb can /caula
A.2. Requestfordireciioii

A2,

(e.
A.2,2. Questions with modal

B. Attuning ihc
auiboriiy

81

B.I I Modal vert» (obliganon)

RequircmcDi!
B 1 .2 P«ïAÍve voice

B l 3 Future lease
B.2. lœpcraiivcs

8,2 1, Imperative mood
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As has been poimed mit above, the 'intoactional
requirement' labelled here as Imposition will help to describe
ail those efforts by í he participants to reduce the impositive
connotations of the utterance. The expressions presented in this
section include signals that show clearly that the speaker is
aware of the danger of being eiira-demanding with the
addressee. These siguis, therefore, are all aimed at reducing
the degree of imposition that the act i&elf involves, or, if it is
the case that this reduction is not possible, repair it by showing
gratefulness or acknowledging the addressee's negative face, i.e.
his/her "freedom of action and freedom fron imposition*
(Brown and Levinson 1978: 66).
One could very well argue that the degree to which a
participant can impose his/her wishes on the other(s) depends
very much on the power and social distance relationship and,
therefore, it is not necessary to study this variable separately.
The point of view adopted here, however, follows Brown and
Levinson (1978: 85-88) in considering this 'requirement' at
independent, since it is possible to find a range of possible
verbal options only by varying the Imposition parameter while
maintaining the other two stable (see section 5.4.5). This
'interactional requirement* alto helps us to account for the fact
that on more than one occasion it is the powerful participant
who works on diminishing the iiapotitive force of his utterance.

•2B»

:;f^ *3

•

- "'•'< •' ;••<>' '. •'

A difí* renec with the Power 'requirement' is that whereas trie
segments studied under it are all aimed at making clear who is
thî powerful participant ami who is the powerless one, the
segments included under Imposition have in common the fact
that they all are intended to deny difference in power. In some
way we could say that, whereas Imposition clues are desirable to
a certain extent in order to maintain the social structure. Power
clues are not desirable because they represent arbitrariness and
hierarchy.
The

strategies

used

to

confront

this

'interactional

requirement' involve different ways of mitigating the impression
of imposition in directives and requests. The presence of
Imposition can also be appreciated in utterances in which the
speaker explicitly acknowledges the addressee's negative face.

A Mitigating imposition in directions

ft has often been said that the best pedagogue is not the
one who tells what the world is like but the une who helps to
discover it. The task of helping the Student to decide on a
course of action is perhaps one of the most typical in the type of
speech event studied. It is, therefore, justified that we begin the
analysis of the Imposition requirement with those instances in
which the Professor must impose a certain course of action on
the student.
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The fi«! conclusion OM reaches after a review of t&e
expressions included in this subsection is that» at least from a
formal point of view, we cannot speak of 'imposing' but
'suggesting' a course of action. Indeed, the speech act of
suggestion is in itself the most direct way to reduce the
imposition of a command, Thus, beside the typical standard ways
of *ug£?sting such as if you could... and what about... we find
other expressions like yo« might wanna go... and I thiak yon
wanna...
The presence of the past/conditional forms of modal verbs
indicating obligation (can/could, may/might) is perhaps one of
the most recurring characteristics in the suggestions that appear
in the data. Another relevant feature is the presence of
parenthetical verbs involving the speaker like it kttus to »«, I
think, and »he modal I would, which are intended to convey the
idea that the speech act is not an imposition but simply a
sharing of one's ideas. Both types of expressions have also been
included ;»s part of the interactional factor Presentation of Self.
The reason for this is that the degree to which a speaker
imposes his/her wishes directly affects his/her face.
Finally, it is worth remarking the appearance of ;he verb
want to (wanna) conjugated in the second person (¿.g. you
wanna make sure you pitch it at what they're intertsted IB). A
possible explanation for this expression is that it contributes to
reinforcing the idea that, ultimately, it is not the Professor that
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decides to like • centin coit rse of action tel the Student. By
roesns of the second person followed fcy a volitional verb the
speaker band* over to ttv, add-essee the responsibiuty for the
option to be taken.

(25)
I« fact, < mMfci - f do«'! kn jw whether that's ever Keen
looked ai, bul h see«» lo »e thai that would be more
of a • ptychotooatic quality. Aid that would he one >
>P

area which you would took. And ibcn you awM look at
then you actually eo • »tctistical test. (480&-4811)

(26)
Ok. io. pfotoibly for ibu cUss then, ju*» do a basic review
of (be (

P
S

)

11 tkirt ;M «VMM OKibae the problem.
I may end up uullining tac problem. (2070-2073)

Samples (25) and (26) show the way in which the Professor
directs the Student to undertake a specific course of action Th.
segments "I would" and "I think* correspond to the first strategy
of 'sharing one's ideas'. The modal "could" in (25) presents the
direction given is one of several possibilities to be taken up by
the addressee. The eipression "you wanna* in (26) países the
responsibility for the decision to undertake the action to the
addressee.
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Continuing with ttoe idea of «voiding the danger of making
the addressee feel that he/she is being imposed, there is an
alternative interactive strategy to that of suggestion instead of
command. The speaker may also resort to the possibility of not
constraining toe addressee to one specific wty of reacting by
giving him/her more than one option. Apart from the choice of
modal verbs like can and may instead of mast, have to, oyght to,
should, the most frequent kind of eipression used in order to
accomplish this intention is a clausal coordination by means of
the conjunction or with an inclusive meaning, i.e. allowing the
realization of a combination of the alternatives.

(27)
( P)

I mean, you could use the s even the same ihiug you've
written, and then just you add a couple of scctic as *r
•••Mtkiag,

S

M hm (1742-1744)

We see in (27) how in his aim not to constraint the freedom of
the Student the Professor includes in the second part of th*
clausal coordination an indefinite pronoun which leaves open
îbe alternative to adding a couple of sections.
it is interesting to point out that this is a specially relevant
feature of many yes-no qüestions. This is so because this type of
question points at a 'preferred' answer depending on the
neptive or affirmative orientation of the question. The speaker
in his/her effort to be non-imposing can, therefore, mention
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both powibiliîies, indicating that he/she fs ready M accept »ny of
them. In *hú way tot addressee te not 'forcsd' to answer in one
specific way.

(2«)
S

So, Mfwiy. I've bee« really htrd to come over acre. Too

P

bard preued to fet lia«.
So, you're all clear QOW? Or Mt? (2794-27%)

In (28) the Student must fulfill part of his credit requirements
through an independent study with the Professor. She had been
putting off the préparation of this study because of personal
circumstances.

0. Mitigating impo.ution m requests

The second type of speech act with the highest impositive
connotation, and thu* moie susceptible of being 'softened' with
non-imposing hedges, is the request. English as well as other
languages has some linguistic means to make requests more or
less direct depending on the degree of imposition the request
puts upon the addressee. One possibility is to preface the
request with a verb conjugated in the past and reflecting the
speaker's mental state (e.g. I iros thinking, I was wondering) or
intentions (e.g. I wanted to kaow, I was trying to remember).
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SI

So, uh/d«1r*ww!wMthlahiaf »«»i^iogoihrua^hnh - through your BMierials, but *
\S2comei MÍO tneoffict without utetipem^um}
- Sorry, i did tewc you something.
SI
Doyouthiak
I»
|io S2\ You see» to have a prcdikctioc to do that. (. , )
hat, gloves, papers
SI
! «M WMdcriac if then'* any chance thai I can gel IB lo go
through thai after hows. Like oa a neckend. Is there
Sure. 1 cao give you a key. (2172-2180)

The action of request in (29) ¡s realized in two steps because of
the interruption by Student S2 who had forgotten something in
the Professor's office. Student SI wishes to work with some of
the material the Professor has in his office. Because of her
academic schedule she needs to work there outside the regular
hours. Therefore she needs a key to the office. The indirectness
of the request can be appreciated, in the first place, by looking
at the systematicity in the use of parenthetical verbs (e.g. "I was
thinking"; "I was wondering"). Secondly, in both steps the
parenthetical verbs are reinforced with other

softening

eipressions (in italics; e.g. "I dou't know"; "if there's any
chance"). Finally, the Student succeeds in maki.ig the Professor
not only give his consent to work in his office but also suggest
the best solution (i.e. to give the Student a key to the office)
without the Student having mentioned it.
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A second possibility to introduce indirection is the
insertion of downtoners like feted et sort of, rathtr, a Util«,
just, basically, etc., which question the appropriateness of the
expression used or scale downwards its meaning (Quirk et al
1985: 597-598). This is the case of (30), in which the Student
visits the Professor to obtain an explanation for his low grade in
i paper.

(3Ü)
P
S
P

1 didn't rente you ««re just wailiag for me oui lacre, ~
Whit cao I do for you1
UB« I wioted - • Illt't bit »<MV - to know baskally where
I ««»I wrong on uh - this paper.
Mfam (66-70)

C. Acknowledging ¡he addressee's negative f ace

One last strategy adopted to cope with the Imposition
'requirement' includes all those utterances in which the speaker
makes explicit a priori or a posteriori the fact that be/she is
aware of the possible imposition exerted on the addressee,
depriving him/her of his/her freedom of action. Perhaps the
clearest examples are those through which (i) the speaker
thanks the Professor for having attended him/her; (ii) the
speaker solicits permission (e.g. do yoo kavt • miaute?; do you
•lad If I tap«-rtcord?); and (iii) the speaker apologizes for
depriving the addressee of his/her right to carry on with the
activity he/she has choteo (e.g. sorry to «h lake ip your time
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t«l .k; m«M IM i» iiUmiptJM). ffe spwker A® te thé
option of explicitly clarifying fail/her con-imposing intentions, m
in <3I), where the Professor intisu explicitly on hi» wis'i not to
sound imposing:

(31)
(P)

Ut me suggest MMM thuigj, tad ice how they sound. Aid aad it't utd aad I d*«t «MM talk yum IM«
MMt*i»f that j«« - jPMUMii want to 4». - But I
waaaa saKrtgc [lau&tcr] If (fc) we (h) cao - your prcrttrtmme. So, 10,1 íea't( A w»Bty<» U Ä ) fet!
Ilk« 11'» Natty HTÍBI to pm^arr y«« t» aiHC. .
O 584-1590)
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IMPOSITION

STRATEGIES

SUBSTIUTEGtES

A. Mitigating impositÍOD A. i. Puuibilily vs.
indirections
obiigxtioo

tltiULAS LINGUISTIC
FEATURSS

A l l Past of modal verb» can
and/nm-

A.2. ShjriogofKkM

A.2.1. Parenthetical vert)
(ItfunkJwaM)

A.3. Trantfcrring
respoiuibility to address

A.3.Î Vert)H«.-t/.'oin2i»d
person singubr

A.4. Options

A.4.1. Cittttti coordinator or

B. Mitigating imposition B.l, indirection
in requests

B.I 1. Vert» of mental state in
the past ¡cose (/ was thinking)

B.2. Downtoncr

92.1. Noun aad verb modifiers
(landof.jusi)

C, Acknowkdgjng the
Ci. Tttankiog
addressee's negative lace
C.2. Request for
permission

C.I. I. thank you
C.2.1. Interrogative sentence

C.3 1. JO/TV... ; eccuw me..

C J. Apology

C.4. Clarifying potential
arbitrariness
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O. Discourse competence
tJ.I. Topic

The fact thtt topics are introduced, raaintaioed and shifted
in the course of a conversation is in itself a sufficient reason to
dedicate a section to study the kind of devices that speakers use
to perform such actions. Although sequential contiguity is
sometimes enough to make the addressee construct some
coherence between different utterances, we will concentrate
here on the specific linguistic devices that allow the speaker to
manage different topics in a conversation. We will, first, deal
with the devices used to shift from one topic to another. A
second aspect of interest will be the means to introduce or
re-introduce a topic and to organize it.

A. Signalling topic coherence

la order to progress in the development of different topics
in the course of a speech event, the speaker may opt between
trying to link the new topic (or aspect of it) with the old one or
establishing a clear boundary between the two topics. The items
that are normally used in the first case are and and ytatt.
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• very aood «wee oHfec »on,
fie iaw» ¡«o Eaglitfe

M3 il there « yo* look i« ;ls Perwiaa TMKS, Me »bo
they «MU traatlalc like the •••«•£ cote iato
né ibtB they told It,

P
S

To people who accdcd to k«ow «&d so.
YMÉ. toawe 1, m^ybe tkM's «AM I need to do. Bccaiue I
doe't know «oythiag «bout ibis t -jarpany
Becau»e lfett'5 pro(»«bl> i« l be miaiag aide That's probably
where you d fiad owl. It's ia lac aiiaia| cndc
la the auasag ride.
i .tan't know. Ye»». See, like hacteada» were supposed to
provide ubook aad other &ervices to tbeir dcpeadeat
population (¿234-2250)

E*t:£ci (32) is useful to exemplify the multifunctional!!) of ind,
as a marker ot logical connection (Information Management
requirement; in italics) and as marker of topic coherence (Topic
requirement; in bold characters). In the former function "and"
coordinates two predicates of "they" separated by a turn- "they
translated the laws into English* aad "they often published them
in Spanish". As a signal of topic coherence it serves the
Professor to shift from the topic of the Peruvian Times to the
Student's task as topic (i.e. "aid you'll see..") to go back later
on to the previous topic (i.e. "and also they would..."). The
particle "yeah" allows the Student to shift the topic again to
herself while maintaining the impression of coherence with the
previou. one.
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Another group of rotrker» connected with the function of
progressing in the development oil topic are those expressions
which announce the speaker's insistence on the sine topic
although with possible modifications or expansions. The
examples that appear in the corpus are: I area», that Is to say, la

(33)
(P)

Aaolhcr another way people have doae the hoooan
progruaoK - lib - U to take a paper they wrote for
•aether cías» - «ad juu rxpaad it.
\* uncí of t&iu etfUngwMtptptrlHtstudttu wtottsomt

S

Aad Hh * what did il focus oo? " - l thiak u il wu mo&try
focused OB oc1 L*tJ» America. Since that wat what he >
P
I ohm
> S patted most cf his material for the clau oví of.
P
I Sure Man
I I
P
Mhffl. -1 BMM, thai IBM u a - a strategy aad one that
eight be a little more workable lUa: - creating a
whole aew reaaearch project ia this short tiase.
(1049-1679)

The expression "I mean" in (33) allows the Professor to go back
to the genera' topic of the different strategies people adopt to
do the honours programme. This topic was interrupted witt*. a
series of exchanges on a specific paper the Student hud written
for a course.
Finally, there is a third group of items »hick differs from
toe other two in that« instead of pointing at (he connection
between the old and the new topic, they try to establish a deer
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separation between one and i!w other . Un« protod* feature
that charactírizes them is that they tit usually pronounced as a
separate tone group, with falling intonation and with a slight
pause immediaiely following then. An analysis of the data has
produced the following list: weu, feat, tc, ok, aiywty, aow, a«
thai, lei's ••§, and combi nations of them like bel aayway,
a&yway ot so a«ytr«y.
(34)
(P)

Thai » use of Ike greatest t«ll§cies ia data collcciion thai
exbu.

S
P

yea* (......)
And and M, - you tniak (.......) it's not js&! siting ktep out
INN sctually, yuv know, collectieg the data, inicrviewing
people. - Aad uh M, nyny. It will dupead oa what we
d»ïriJc What you all decide to do am) what tac utrategy
will be to do it. (2866-2872)

In (34) we have m example in which the speaker seen» to
hesitate between linking one topic to the previous one or
establishing a clear separation. This can be seen in the uttering
of so and so anyway immediately after «ad.

8. Unfolding topic

Apart from the markers signalling topic digression or topic
continuity there are other markers related with topic which are
aimed at indicating a new topic and introducing it. The difference
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ft a^phi uf i taiflawil aa

berreen MMÉf m« «w***«* * «» tòpic b tba. with the
former the addresser only calls A« mention of (Et ¿¿dressée
but does not tell hinVher ibout the object of the attention.
Expressions like I »t«t to ask y*« amAMag or f ht otttr
thing is, let M« M^pM SMM taiMft, hive the function of
indicating the start of a new topic. One oí tht best examples to
«»reciite the function of these expresitons is (3S), in which toe
speaker, after closing the previous topic (i.e. examination
norms) with an "ok", indicates the opening of a new oce (i.e. a
potential topic in the examination) by means of the expression
"the other thing*.

(35)

s
p
s
s

Tuodiy morning I'm iiippoted to leave it? (......)
Yeah. I'll
tell you o« the cum 111 juii wriie h out
I Ok.
Ok. Tat «her thtaf, remcBiber 10 my commitiee aec
Aod Tony broughi up the l hug aboM the Tai Taasif
•rtkle? (3267-3272)

Pseudo-cleft sentences (e.g. what you really Bight wanna
do is, ont tkiig VOM could »ay it) are among the most frequent
expressions used by the speakers in order to introduce a topic.
The relevance of this type of structure as a topic-indicating
device is that their function is precisely that of topicalizing
certain information3.
3

See feet»» 6,3.3. oa lnfor»AlK>o Ni«o«gc»cot
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The lopic c.., aiw be introduced by Htm «f
incommunicative comments U^ M •• MH ;«• of J.„ .
„r

conuming v«rt» referring to the «ctual activity of
verbally («4. m, ,p^k). Tit ¿iAmac.
this type of BMiicoiBawaictt^t comroenu Md the
prtviou« ont is that they incta^ Mrat lptctflc inforai|ltioil
about the topic in question («4. logistic probkia, retdability).
Eitrtct 35 involves the three «eps which seem to be
necessary m order to shift the topic: ciosing the present topic
Cok"), expressing the wish to open e new one ("the other thing")
»nd introducing it ("remember in my committee meeting"). Of
course, the speakers do not always follow the three steps, and
very often the introduction of the new topic is a clear enough
cue to signal the shift. This would be i similar case to that of
Implicit «changes' like the following, where the rejection of
the invitation is understood without being actually uttered:
A
•

Would you like le p» le ikt aovíes?
(B No.
A
Wfcyî)
I've got • k)t of i«,»k.

The introductory strategy used in (35) cons.su of referring
the address« to some previous event or knowledge with which
both participants are faailitr. The act of referring to soné
familiar knowledge ^y bt done in an explicit way m in tht
•»«ill* above: "remember in my committee muting?". Other
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•re: 1 w»i ulfctaf to VM obwM «f pptq I totó y«»
P» ptoi to fe f (Sis M • l'y» |M • typewriter. It te abo possible
MI introduce the topic in aa innpiic<t way by mentioning the
subject preceded by a definite determiner indicating ;hat it is
gi\-cn information4.

(36)
SI

Ok. So, we'll fcl lh*t b»ck 10 you.

P

l'B hm» w call lili.

$2
f

Ok, wko's tfeto fvnmi b B«rk<tSr.y abodi the hofa-J ?
Oh, Eiicfioo Várese. (390-393)

In (36) neither "this person in Berkeley* nor "the hotel" had
been mentioned before in the conversation. However, they are
presented as given information because they are a topic which
had been discussed in previous encounters.
There are also a series of devices used when the specker is
interested in reintroduci.ig a previous topic. These expressions
have been sometimes classified as repair moves because
repetition is seen as a conversational transgression of the
Cooperative Principle. All of t'iem are aimed it making clear
that 'he speaker is aware of the repetition. As M. Mizzau
(1984:114) says.

Brown .ad Yule ( 1983:169-179-^rovidc • clear rr.iew of Ike
differeat device» available ia Eaflikb to pr«M.ai iaformaiioo ts givtn
new.

'

'

» '•(

*fc

,¿».'>.

(...) »à» for«

«*4
to

«I« rift IB order to

The

fourni in the data are

MS "
(37)
»10?

*
S

I Art Ik« libt.ry ha. ike Ptruv.n Ti
Yeah Ok.
».ween siaj^ae lfcroil|a

s

iBg «ike ihM.
\29tums later]
Well, «yfec I „, ^ ÍB fe,. |Ws

*^
Yeta.

s«y nay one !o ihc end of ike, Bear to ike ead of ike
! liane period lo be bukñg ti? (2221-2ÍA)

in (37) the Profesor ickaowledges his insistence on a previoy,
lop« (iht time period covered by the issues of tfcc Peruvian
Time» he hts in his office) after a long devitîiou fron, that
topic.
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A.I. Topic
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coherence
AJÍ, 1. / MMMb Om it IB uy. tn

B. Uofitlding tòpic

A J. V

A.3.1 wcft òur. sa

B.l. Topk indiulion

B.t i McUcommuaicttive

comacni (I neta to as*, you

B.2. Topic introduction

B.X 1 . Pseudo-cleft scctecce
B. 21. MclacoauDuoicalivc

B.1I, fM
•nicle (wko'i MU penan M

S J, T»»pic rciairoduction

S3, 1 . MCI «coataniBicativc
UDctu (ik / ray)
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The development of the activity of turn taking is entatitl
for the procès» of transfer of information. The cooperative
nature of • conversation implies that the each participant mates
his/her contributions according te the response/reaction of the
other co-participants. It is because of this that it is important to
study the mechanisms that make it possible for the process of
taking turns to be organized. There are three types of task in
which a speaker can become involved in connection with this
'interactional

requirement': (i) supplying feedback;

(ii)

demanding feedback; (iii) giving-keeping the floor.

A. Supplying feedback

One important aspect of turn taking is the distribution of
the different backchannel signals indicating to the addressee
how he/she is to proceed with the construction of the text. We
car distinguish four groups of backchannel signals according to
the
meaning they express:
acceptanrelu/ridentanainR, reaction.

continuen,

agreemení,

The group of continuen includes ¿hose vocalisations whose
function is basically that of refusing the turn to speak: waai,
•B, ••§, uhu. The rettons for this action can be found in one of
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the following fact*
(i) The spate realties that there is more information to come
in order m obtain a complete message and, therefore, decid«
rot to u« his/her turn.
(if) Tae speaker has nothing to contribute to the conversation.
The difference between continuen and the rest of
backcbaniwi «¡«nab is that they do not express any specific
meaning apart from signalling attention and refusal to take the
floor.
(38)
(S)

p

s

After l haï, you kaow, I described thai. And ibt
afterwards, I wrote Ike, I could «re a value uf làL being
used w the United Sities wilk the ladochiaese rr tafees.
Mam
| Aarf the uh Laotians, for instance, most of them < >ning
over itf¿(crate IB their own language.

p

s
p
s
p

s

It's « switch from tea years ago, when we got the eUtt_*<ed.
Now we're gelling the «aeducated uh *
» Do you work with then in Jacksonville?
I worked with then a lot in Kansas.
la Kaasas, Ok. - Mam
Aad the protilem is when they come over here l here's no way
for then other i^.an vcrbaliy to communicate.
MBBL - Maai. (675-690)

We can see in (38) how the Professor adopts a verv receptive
attitude in front of the Student's message by means of
exclusively supplying continuera which indicate to 'he Student
that she can go on with her message. Finally the Professor shows
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I» t be Studen t 's message if u t ter j og • quest ion f do you
went with them in Jicbonville?"), end !he Studeat inteprets
this as • tip of willingness m contribute to ter message. la the
next tura taten If the Professor te simply show* understanding
but the Student nevertheless is hesitant to continue because she
thinks that the Professor may haw something else to tay. This is
the reason for «he snort pause preceding "rahm", through which
tte Professor communicates that te has nothing else to say.
A second group of bacuchannel signals are those which
show agreement or sharing of knowledge with the current
speaker. Tte most common ore is the affirmative particle ytah
(or tte negative panicle «o when r he previous expression is a
negative one), but tte data &iiow that there are otter ways of
conveying tte same meaning: right, sur», exactly, of course, afea,
abftolntely, that's right) anJ more explicit tokens like I
that's what I was iSiakJng, that's trae and I agree with you.
(39)
(P)

So, I ihiak we we're goaaa give you 10 incomplete io (his,
••d bate you fiaiih il tiler I he 1er« H over.
That * what I wa» thiakiaf «ho. If I could uha jilt! flunk U
dwiag ftMHMT A, Ibcft, M>OKlhiag like t aal.
That would, 1 1 would have M probka with thai - you
would haï« lu check with the registrar o* - what thai
BKaai IB leras of /our graduation Obvious!) you - you
would gradusir:

tf**i«f<mMtft<l?7'M?t2)
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Extract (M) contains examples of the wo group» of backcnannel
signals. Ii the firat iaismct the Student agrees to the
Professor's suggestion to finish the honours programme aftei
her graduation. A few lines below she agrees to the Professor's
expectation that she would oe able to graduate even if she had
not finished her honour» programme.
Finally, as was pointed out in section 6.2.2, on Social
Distance agreement or snaring of knowledge can also he
expressed by anticipating part of the current speaker's turn.

(40)
S

So, I «««led to fet straight uh make »urc I bavc ikis right.
Where I an suppoted lu pick up the cet« a week fro«
Monday?

k

Ok. A week iron Monday you'll pick il up upstair», Y«*k

S

j Upstairs. Y««*.

(3255-325Í)

Sample (40) is interesting because it contains an agreeing turn
by the Student, which consists of an anticipation of information
("upstairs"), and because cr its simultaneity with the previous
turn it is not enough of a signal to make the Professor interrupt
his turn. This is why there is a simultaneous reciprocal exchange
of agreement tokem ("yeah") immediately after the word
"upstairs".
The third group of tokens involves all those items
expressing reception and acceptance of the new information
supplied. The expressions that seem to accomplish this function
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is our dau UM ok, alrifkt, i Mt, 1 ••é·nte·é flat ma
repetitions of all or prt of tit previous speaker's turn.

(41)
(P)

Ok. Well, Ifcere !» * ti§ «tick m »uno ihtt >\»b have «o
read

S
P
S

Wbicb MM « HI
(CM old artkle by Job» ftillin»
(4714-4711)

In (41), although the Student first conti« m^ the reception of new
knowledge ("John Gillins"), the immediate addition of the token
"yeah* suggests »ha: she was already familiar with the author. We
have, therefore, a piece of information which is treated as new
at an initial stage and immediately after it is confirmed as
known information.
Apart

from

acknowledging

the

reception

of

new

information with rather neutral token» such as those mentioned
above, the speaker may communicate his/her suojective reaction
to the information. One of the most common token» h the
particle oh, which indicates surprize and unexpectedness. Other
ways of conveying the Mme meaning are: ah, by, hm, mhnT
(fall ing-r sting intonation), rtaliy?, ok yeah?. I dida't know thai,
and question tap both with and without inversion of auxiliary
(skt is?, art you?) Oiher perhaps more informal (and also
more exaggerated) ways of showing surprise are ok my -cod, ok
fosk. oh aiaa, ok jectz, with positive or negative connotations
depending on the context. Finally, it is also possible for the
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speaker to convey his/her positive

r

eaciion towards the

information received (ok HUM'S grtat, how intcrt^tiBg, that's
for.«), >«ah It toaads good, food).

(42)
(S)

P
0

1
>?
!»

They bath see (hemtcrves is surpluses

|Mh»
Mh«' - And the others feel the Meed 10 ht the recipient of
Ike charity tell \i*ujnc\ it (h) k.nd < b) of (h) work* >
jrifftt
(b)logcihcr \laugHier\
No ! gueu som? of that - irony is ihm many ot those ch-. .y
balk don's bcoefii those
No. « the the people who accd the money
Yeah. Ye »h.

But ike - the «h ttlu»aoB is there
(MhiB
Veah. Hww ialcmtiaf - Ha.

Well, aayway Can we talk about this ihu -•
K
J
problem o! different telecine pressures1 (5432*5449)

Extract (42) is intended as a final example of the variety of
bückchannel tokens available to the speaker The four groups we
have distinguished arc presen in it We have in the first place a
backchanncl token ("rühm**) by the Professar supporting the
eompieffon the Student's turn When her turn i» finished ihe
professor expresses surpris« (i.e. "mhm* ') but is reluctant to
contribute a turn 10 the conversation (observe the pause after
the token). After this, it is the Student who becomes the
recipient of the information uttering an agreement token
("right"). The roles change again and now it is the Professor who
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/

* ***

^» oí »e« Jtefkit ¡»¿»«un

(*rfghf), Th« mies cha ige apti and nrw i*, is tht hnftüor wto
»jgrstí» with thé stiften:. Notier the shift from ttit negative
token "no* to t'ï« affirmative "yeah yesn", depending e-n tht
negative or affirmative tmiure of the previous turn. Hie
backe ha n ne I t c ken is uttf reo b> the Professor, snpporiin
thü completio'î of <hc Student's turn. Finally, .her? a aimhcr
token expressing agreement ("vetft") fouowcd 1^ aootLet two
("how iriceresung^ "¡jm") confirming the interpretation of tat
second token ("mhm ") as expressing some su i prise.

ß. Requeuing feedback

One aspect îu take into eccounî wher- consMenog the
strategies deployed by the speaker^ :j round t lie requirement of
turn takhig is the lack of synchrony between the participa.'*; in
the admi iiMrauon of the necessary feedback to continu« wiïn
the conitruction of the message, îi & CT occasions of ihis kind
that the participant responsible for t ne mesiage neeA te re^ri
tu certain device* to demand feedback from the addfeaee. Most
of the expressions used in tins fi^e take the f^rm of iii9r?
quention^ like ©k?, H|»t?, vw «««wibfr Mml, y«« SM?, mm
l«agJae? ¿<s well as questiou rags
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Ara*«* 0l As AMrtM '*»u»t¿n

(43)
P

He oxvwî » frovie in Btooklyc wlûch àe bought. Ok? - A
friend of lit ¿iots Peru - bought a bl «od built a bouse
ii Pala Cnatt, "m îfei* big HT development thing. >
1*2
j Yeah.
> 1*1 Yea sot* - Bui = »us gt»> ii a uoi younger. He's got little
kttt, ami aii wife aad ets wife came down there aad
didn't lile is (...). Aad *o, Fob reals hii house in
Drock'yn for sncre moaey than he hat to pay to real
this one. filfktî (4401-4412)

The complexity of tnc story in (43) 'i.e. a Peruvian friend of Pi
who owns s >îouse in Brooklyn but lives in Florida in i house
which he is renting m exchange for renting his house in
Brooklyn to trie owner of i he house where he is living now), is
further increased with the addition of extra-information (i.e.
r IT development; the reason why the owner of the house he is
renting moved to Brooklyn), Consequently, it is necessary for
the addressee!s) to distinguish clearly the different steps of the
narration and their order of succession. This IL the reason why
PI ensures the understanding of his message by soliciting
feedback form his addressees ("ok?", you see?, "right?"),
The parenthetical expression you know is another device
used by the speaker as a means ot asking for feedback from the
addressee. This function coincides with the function assigned to
it in Schiffrin (1987. 279). This author defines the functions of
you know with the following words:
( ..} yiMf know faacfbas both infurm«tiun*lly and iateractMinaliy:
A allows a bisrcr <o iffirm the receipt of information, and it
ditptityf, :l.c ways in which particular participial roles are
undcrg »up gradwal lf*MÍiio«t «D t h; discourse
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Aoalyttt of tk* Aawrkaa

(44)
F

But ufe - »w fcsnr, lo actually, ih t be w«y to tara if ¡alo ao
excellent paper would've take to lake five niauies of
dialogue, and «tctuaily comí the nuaaber of linei tbat
ellipsis vis used. Noi just ay h w»§ used once or twice
- or mentioned. - And - ym IUMW, just try lo try to
bring some precision lo I he analysis.. ( 1U6- 111)

The relevance of the expression "you know" in (44) is not fully
understood without taking into consideration the general
passivity of the Student in the preceding exchanges in which the
Professor is trying 10 explain to him what he did wrong in his
paper. Looking at the preceding turns by the Student we
discover that in only one of his five turns he utters an expression
which is not a simple backchannel token. The discourse segment
you know, therefore, must be interpreted as an effort on the
part of the Professur to trigger some kind of cooperation in the
Student

C. Managing turn taking

The way to give the floor to another participant in the
encounter, apart from asking a direct question to the addressee,
consists basically of adding the particle so at the end of " turn.
This is also a device which is pointed out by Schiffrin (1987:
218) as a marker of a speaker's readiness to relinquish a turn.
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v " i-:,
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, '*: • t • í¡V ••<»* ^ ,;

¡«v ï ,7»,"'.

laonttf te perform the opposite worn, that is, to keep the
floor ite speaker r^akes me of the particle a.d. TWiftmetto«,«
cmbonud by t!,e fact that in those cases where aad indicttet
the speaker's willingness to maintain the turn, ii is usually
followed by some U id of imitation in the form of a short pause,
repetition of the same particle or the vocalisation uh.
(45)
(!»)

I mean, ¡here K noi much difference in ¡imouat of time
either one would lake. So, »ad I'm really interested in in the other ODC I have all ike boob and staff (h)
¡ike(h) (but (h) loo M uh

p

iye*h lake thai thing you're interested >
lyeah
>P IB art aad uá that ym can do a good thing you know

s

s

11 think that I'm gonna si it k with thai one
(3443-3450)

We «:e in (45) how the Student signals her willingness to pass
the turn with the particle "so". The uttering of "uh" is justified by
the delay of the Professor to take up the turn. The next two
turns show the 'struggle' between the Professor trying to keep
his turn and the Student trying (and succeeding) to take it.
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TURN TAKING

STRATEGY

A. Supplying fcecRMck

SUBSTIUTEGV

REGULAR UNCUISTIC
FEATURES

A.I. Coaliawrs

A.l.l. Vocalisation (mAm, «A).

A.2. Agreemcot

A.2.1. Monosyllabic tokens
(yeah, no, rigfu); short
expression (that't eut.)
A.12. Ai licipation of current
speaker'j dará

A,3.
R cceptiuo/accc planee

A J.I. Monosyllabk token
(ok, airight); short expression
(/««, I understand that).
A3.2. Repetitiou of all/part
of previous speaker's turn.

A.4. Altitudinal reaction

A 4.1. Interjection (on,ati)
A.4.2. Sh.)r( question
question tag).

A.4.3 Infornul expression of
emotion

B Requesting feedback

B.0.1. Short question (ok?,
you see?, question tag)
B.0.2 )>ou know

C. Managing (urn («king

C.I. Giving the flour

C.I l.jo (turn-final position)

C 2 Keeping the (tour

C.2.1. ana
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